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Information to your participation in the CAMMP week 2017
Declaration of Agreement

Dear Student,

You are taking part in the CAMMP week Pro 2017. Beneath you’ll find some important information for
you.

1 Contribution toward expenses

Everyone, who did not yet pay the contribution toward expenses of 50.00 Euro, is asked to transfer the
money as soon as possible. Otherwise we will give your space to students on the waiting list.

2 Registration in Campus Office

Everybody, who wants their participation in the CAMMP week Pro 2017 to be approved, has to register
him- or herself via Campus Office.

CES, B.Sc.: See CES, M.Sc.
CES, M.Sc.: Please register yourself via Campus Office for the „Seminar zur Com-

putergestützten mathematischen Modellierung“ and for the exam.
Mathematics, B.Sc.: Please register yourself via Campus Office for the „Forschungsmodul“.
Mathematics, M.Sc.: Please register yourself via Campus Office for the „Seminar zur Com-

putergestützten mathematischen Modellierung“ an.
Simulation Science, M.Sc.: See CES, M.Sc.
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3 Examination regulations

The formalities for an exam are different for every course of studies. Therefore you’ll find some infor-
mation bellow. All kinds of arrangements of dates can be made during the excursion.

CES, B.Sc.: The excursion belongs to the CES, M.Sc.. Please inform yourself
about further steps.

CES, M.Sc.: Please arrange a day for an oral exam with Prof. Frank and Prof.
Stamm.

Mathematics, B.Sc.: Participation suffices.
Mathematics, M.Sc.: You have to write a paper about your topic, which will be examined by

Prof. Frank and Prof. Stamm. Furthermore you will give a presenta-
tion, so please arrange a day for an oral exam with Prof. Fank and
Prof. Stamm.

Simulation Science, M.Sc.: See CES, M.Sc.

4 General information

The CAMMP week Pro 2017 takes place from June, 05th to 09th, 2017 in the youth hostel in Voeren
in Belgium. All participants will be divided into groups of 6-7 students. Every group gets its own task
given by one of the institutes of the Forschungszentrum Jülich. You will work on this task for four
days at the CAMMP week Pro. In that process each group is going to be supervised by a PhD. As a
conclusion of the week each group will present their results on Friday in front of the professors and
other interested people.
Each participant will be housed in shared rooms where you will also have an access to WLAN.

5 Departure in Aachen on Monday

The CAMMP week Pro starts on Monday, June, 05th. We will travel to the youth hostel together by
bus which will leave at 16:00 o’clock in the Schinkelstraße 2 in front of the Rogowski building.
You can find further information of the youth hostel under http://www.jeugdherbergen.be/en/contact-
voeren.

6 Computer

During the week each group will have laptops to solve their task. You are welcome to bring your own
laptop as well. Usually we use MATLAB and LaTeX . Please make sure that each of these programs
function on your laptop in offline mode.

7 Problems

Within a short time, I will send an abstract of each problem to you. Please let me know until May, 31st,
which projects you would prefer to work on. We will try to take your wishes into account, but we cannot
promise anything.

8 Catering

You will get full board during the excursion. But you still need to pay for your own drinks. Please make
sure to take enough money with you.
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9 Clothes

The surroundings of the youth hostel invite to go jogging or to do other kinds of sport (i.e. basketball,
football). Therefore bring some sport clothing.

10 Closing program

The CAMMP week Pro ends on Friday, June, the 09th, with presentations of your results in the Super
C, RWTH Aachen (Templergraben 57, Aachen). You will be transported by bus back to Aachen to-
gether. The presentations will start at around 11:00 o’clock. You are welcome to invite fellow students,
friends or relatives. The CAMMP week Pro ends at around 16:30 o’clock.

11 Declaration of Agreement

Please fill in the attached declaration of agreement and send it back until May, 31st. By doing so you
agree, that pictures/videos of the CAMMP week Pro 2017, on which you are shown, are allowed to be
published on websites and other media, which serve public relations of CAMMP.

If you have any further questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Kind regards

Maren Hattebuhr

Attachment 1

Declaration of Agreement
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